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Abstract
Players of both first- and third- person perspective video games deploy a repertoire of
analyses of the courses of actions of others with and through the game’s optics (be
they other players or computer-generated actors). Visual activities of ‘looking around’,
‘scrutinising’ and ‘inspecting’ and so on, are achieved via localised and dexterous
combinations of mouse and keyboard manipulation. These activities are conducted in
combination with courses of play that then ongoingly render the 3D environment
intelligible. At times, these basic techniques of looking can be complicated by various
in-game effects (such as ‘smoke’) and perspectival augmentation (such as ‘telescopic
weapon sights’). As a consequence players develop further specialised ways of looking.
Players also develop a reciprocal awareness of the visual detectability of their courses
of action within the virtual environment (Reeves, Brown, & Laurier, 2009). Their
movement of their perspective point is thus crafted in, and through, hiding or
disguising their courses of action with respect to both the perspective of others as well
as a concern for how their perceptibility (i.e., visibility, audibility) is modified by key
terrain features (layout, walls, objects and resulting lines-of-sight). In multiplayer
environments games are inherently collaborative; working as a team, players develop
quick, implicit forms of visually oriented coordination with their fellow players.
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1. Introduction
This chapter explores the relationship between game playing and the
carefully crafted movements of visual perspective that players employ in and
through the 3D environments that are characteristic of modern video games.
Much of the methodical ‘work’ of play engaged in by players involves
rendering virtual game spaces intelligible through scrutiny of the virtual
environment and linking together sequences of achieved perspectives. We say
‘achieved’ because even the so-called ‘first-person’ perspectives that are
provided by the graphics of games are not isomorphic with the glances that
may be made by the naked eye. Instead, for both first- and third-person
perspectives, visual awareness is comparable to looking with, and through,
camera lenses (MacBeth, 1999; Mondada, 2003). Thus, competence in the
manipulation of video perspectives becomes an essential acquisition for
players as they seek to engage with the game itself and / or with other
players. Through instructive comparisons with other settings in which
cameras are used to ‘look around’ and render the scene intelligible (e.g.,
surveillance & endoscopic medicine), the findings of this chapter will help
inform a wider understanding of the manner in which environments are
made sense of through video technologies.
The analysis of video perspective is based upon a set of vignettes drawn from
a corpus of video recordings of Counter-Strike, a popular ‘first-person shooter’
(FPS) and the Doctor Who Adventure Games, an interactive, narrative game
based on the popular BBC TV series, which, in contrast, involves third-person
perspectives. A characteristic feature of first-person games, like Counterstrike, is that players experience the 3D environment ‘through the eyes’ of a
virtual embodiment. Third-person games, by contrast, show a view from
behind (and usually above) the character. The player’s character and the
character’s relationship to the course of play within the game are made visible
via a ‘virtual camera’ that has indirect coupling to character movements. Thus,
for third-person games, the view in and around the game’s environment can
typically be manipulated by the player to inspect the scene without actually
moving the player’s position within the environment. However as well see
below there are also algorithms that model camera mechanics and provide
resources for the player.

1. 2. Cameras-in-interaction
In common with the other chapters in this collection we are concerned with
practices in which video provides a central resource, and is configured and
reconfigured in those practices. Our more specific focus is on the uses of the
camera within video games, a game-camera that is modelled upon the optical
set-ups of mechanical and digital cameras and yet, as we shall see, is distinct
from them. A game-camera that becomes central to playing certain forms of
video games because it is the primary resource in the ‘visibility arrangements’
of the game {Watson:1997wi} for analysing, at any moment, what has just
happened, what is currently happening in the game and what might happen
next. Early work in praxeological studies of the film camera by MacBeth
(1999) made clear the differences between looking with human eyes and
looking with a camera. When a camera moves quickly from one perspective
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to another it both creates a blur and also struggles to find the second
perspective. As MacBeth noted (1999) the quick glance that members of
society make from one thing to another and back again, without missing that
second thing, are almost impossible with a camera This is generally
significant because glancing is central to how members of society both remain
aware of settings and activities within those settings, while also organising
their actions for their glance availability, and making available their
monitoring of those settings through the visibility of their glancing (Sudnow,
1972). And this is specifically significant because the visibility of actions of
other players, opponents, obstacles etc. and of one’s own avatar are central to
the skills of playing video games. While with an individual camera glancing
is restricted by the qualities noticed by Macbeth’s, multiple cameras allow for
rapid switches between their perspectives by players that are comparable to
the glance of the human eye.
Macbeth’s early work on camera movement has been taken up in other
settings where cameras are used. In endoscopic surgery (Mondada, 2003),
surgeons direct camera-operators both to perform the surgery but also to
show students what they are doing. As part of this the surgeon makes explicit
and tacit requests to the camera operator. The requests precede next
appropriate actions, so that when the camera is moved it then provides the
visibility of the thing that surgeon wishes to work on and/or show to their
audience of students. The availability of the image is an ongoing concern of
the surgeon as it is, of course, for video game players. The camera operator
themselves track the course of action of the surgeon and their skills are
apprehended in how they will routinely provide the appropriate adjustment
of the camera without the need for a request by the surgeon. While these
paired tasks in surgery might seem tangential to game play, as we will see
later, having two people (or more) involved in a game raises similar issues
around coordinated action.
Taking up Mondada’s approach, Broth (2004, 2009) explores how multiple
camera operators in live broadcast offer up shots to their editors during talk
shows on TV. Rather than doing this verbally, camera operators make visible
their offers by rapidly panning or zooming the camera and then stabilising a
shot of a speaker. The brisk movements of the camera, in the context of the
production room setting, become see-able as actions such as ‘the operator
searching for a shot’. In the course of such a search when the camera settles
and has a face in focus in its middle, then at that point, this person is being
offered for the editor to select for broadcast. What both Mondada and Broth
are bringing to the fore is how the movement, framing, zooming and focus of
the camera makes actions visually available to the parties (e.g. responses,
proposals, searches). Framing and zooming perform similar work in the
operation of cameras in games.
Finally, of most obvious relevance to our chapter is Keating and Sunakawa’s
(2010) work on what they call “machine gaze” (rather than cameras).
Expanding upon our brief remark from earlier about glancing in video games
they suggest”
The screen is necessarily a focus of gaze during game play, and the
software has powerful gaze-shifting properties. Without moving their
heads, eyes, or bodies, players can invoke—not only through symbols of
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speech but through the machine software—new gaze or sight
parameters. They can rapidly switch between a first-person perspective
and a third-person perspective, managing the actions of the self in
relation to others in multiple ways. Gamers thus have individual and
enhanced human-eye points of view on participation space to
communicate and coordinate. (Keating and Sunakawa’s 2010: 346)
As becomes apparent from their studies this is because players become adept
at switching between the multiple perspectives that they are offered as part of
the virtual visibility arrangements of the cameras in the game. Keating and
Sunakawa’s study also brings to light the importance of the ‘participation
cues’ that happen in the space around the computer. Team players were sat
together as LAN party and coordinated their moves by talk, gesture and
handling of the keyboard.

1. 3. Interaction in virtual environments
Early studies of virtual environments examined how users look around, with
and through these environments, focussing in particular on the relationship
between newly emerging collaborative virtual environments (CVEs) and the
transformation of pre-existing everyday visual practices in them (Hindmarsh,
Fraser, Heath, Benford, & Greenhalgh, 1998; Hindmarsh, Heath, & Fraser,
2006). For instance, Hindmarsh and others {Hindmarsh:2000uv}
{Hindmarsh:1998wj}{Hindmarsh:1998wj} explored how CVE users establish
(or more usually fail to establish) common points of reference through using
the arms of avatars within the environment to point at objects within the
environment.
Visual practices have been central from the outset to both the ways in which
users of CVEs are embodied and how they engage in talk (Bowers, Pycock
and O’Brien, 1996). Designers of CVEs themselves have supported these
emerging visual practices by, for instance, developing interactional models to
control visual and aural awareness (Benford and Fahlen, 1993). In early CVEs
such as MASSIVE (Greenhalgh and Benford, 1995) and DIVE (Carlsson and
Hagsand1993) the visual field was all the more pertinent because such
environments were limited by simplistic graphical capabilities (e.g., simplistic
geometries and low polygon count models, limited animation, basic light
models and so on). The fragmentation and disruption caused by the primitive
visual displays of virtual rooms, corridors, furniture and so on, provided
insights into ordinary visual practices, such as, predicting the trajectories of
action by others or establishing common points of reference
{Hindmarsh:2000uv}.
Although multi-user games existed prior to the advent of CVEs and have
been the focus of a number of studies (e.g., ‘Multi-User Dungeons’ (Dourish,
1998)), the introduction of ever more complex 3D virtual environments brings
new relevance for prior work on CVEs. Particularly the development of
online collaborative platforms in rapidly evolving games sector have
introduced new technologies that both advance the possibilities of gameplay
and ask us to revisit our understanding of visual practices within virtual
environments, for instance, communicating with others through novel visual
representations such as speech bubbles (Brown & Bell, 2004).
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Irani, Hayes & Dourish (2008) have studied how users’ self-perception and
reciprocity of that perception are reshaped by the software construction of
online collaborative virtual environments. They argue that rather than the
ongoing attempt to simulate the properties and practices of ‘real-world’
environments, virtual environments might instead “create a novel platform
for interaction” (Irani, Hayes, & Dourish, 2008: 195). Game design for virtual
environments, by its very ethos, has established all manner of unconventional
and imaginative forms of visualisation and visual practice. Situated on the
border between a number of existing visual fields, game design and by
extension game-play brings together:
1. the visibility arrangements and practices of display and recognition found in the
settings the game is based upon. For example in a game a window allows a player to
see an opponent inside a building and opponents will thus also try and avoid being
seen through windows by change of trajectory etc.)
2. pre-existing game formats that provide then familiar resources for varied arrays of
entertainment, skill, reasoning, narration, involvement, tactics, scoring, winning,
losing, rules, aesthetics, nerves and more. The looseness and multiple concepts
collected by the word ‘game’ always then requires further definition.
3. increasingly and of particular relevance to this chapter, cinema’s grammars for the
display and recognition of characters, actions, events, scenes and more.
Cutting across all three of these domains are the uses of virtual cameras that
both display the environment and creates a perspective to play from, within
and with.

1.4. Cameras in games
In this section we will briefly review some examples of the different
applications of camera’s technological features within various video games
before turning to the uses of these features in the subsequent empirical
investigations of Counter-Strike and Dr Who. Given the nature of these games
we will focus on games in which three-dimensional environments are
employed. The centrality of the camera to 3D video games is marked out in
the very title of the ever-popular ‘first-person shooter’ genre. In these games,
the camera is predominantly positioned as if it were looking through the eyes
of the player1.

1

We note that while first- and third-person perspectives are common, second-person
perspective games are extremely rare, the game Zato being one example in which the player
sees
their
own
embodiment
‘through
the
eyes
of’
an
enemy
player
(http://www.indiegames.com/2011/04/interviewing_indies_in_japan_s.html).
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Figure 7.1 Types of possible camera movements
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possibilities offered by cameras in cinema and games is typically very
different; while the cinema camera is tied to the physicality of a set (although
this does not hold, say, for some special effects shots), the virtual camera as
found in video games is not. We will explore a number of the practical effects
of this in in the empirical materials below.
Having noted these critical differences, Nitsche takes us through the variety
of modes in which cameras have been employed within video games since
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their inception. For 3D games, Nitsche identifies four dominant camera
behaviours that are used within gameplay:
1. “Following camera”. A third person perspective that lies slightly
behind the player looking over their shoulder or above their head.
2. “Overhead view”. A top-down perspective similar to that from a plane
or satellite.
3. “First-person point of view”. Positioned as if the camera were on a
headset in line with the player’s eyes.
4. “Predefined viewing frames”. The camera has pre-scripted behaviours
at certain places within games (such as cuts or swapping to the view of
your killer when you die (see below)). (see Nitsche 2009: 102)
The majority of games involving 3D virtual environments employ first-person
or following cameras for gameplay. This perspective is usually tightly
coupled with player-movements (as we shall see later). Following and
overhead cameras, on the other hand, position the virtual camera outside of
the player’s virtual embodiment such that the player can see their own
character and something of the surroundings of the environment they are
playing within. There is a greater variety of camera and player movement
coupling within following cameras. The two games we are concerned with in
this chapter fit within the first-person and following cameras respectively.
In the role-play first-person game Fallout 3 (2008), a mixture of first-person
and following camera positions are employed during its step-by-step combat
system. First-person views are designed to be used by players to plan
sequences of actions, the outcomes of which are subsequently viewed from an
unusual third-person perspective, often coupled to the shot fired (i.e., the
camera rapidly dollies from player to target, see Figure 2). Other games such
as the Resident Evil series (1996-present) employ static cameras set-ups in
CCTV-like positions within rooms that the player explores in combination
with tightly coupled cameras situated just behind the virtual embodiment of
the human protagonist that the player is controlling (see Figure 2). Differemt
again are 3D fighting games such as the Tekken series (1994-present), in
which the virtual camera is tightly coupled to the movements of two players,
with the camera tilting, craning, dollying and zooming on the basis of the
relative position of the two players. The algorithmic movement enlivens the
fighting just as it would were the struggles of the combatants being depicted
in a film or in a live broadcast. The distinction in this game being that there is
no cutting between shots during the fighting.
Our familiarity with the qualities of camera recordings may become part of
the cinematic aesthetic of the game (rather than being something players use
through their play). Within Fallout 3 cinematic cut-scenes are modified with
the motion blur that is generated as an artefact of ‘slow’ camera recordings to
represent the speed of a particular shot fired between protagonist and target
(see Figure 2). The special effects that cinema adds in post-production to
original camera recordings can be added at any time to the virtual camera in
video games. The ‘bullet-time’ that requires complex still camera set-ups for
cinema is “a permanently available option due to the different nature of the
rendering technique and the continuous and repetitive gameplay” (Nitsche,
2009: 92). While players have for some time been creating cinematic
productions through exploiting the real-time 3D engines provided within
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games (in particular, ‘machinima’ (Nitsche, 2005)), an orientation to making
recordings of play has itself also more recently been built into certain video
games. For instance, in Warco2 the player takes control of a virtual video
camera, records shots through its virtual viewfinder and then subsequently
assembles them into news footage (see Figure 2).
Borrowing from cinema conventions for ‘alien’ vision, the first-person shooter
Aliens versus Predator 2 (2001) provides the player with a number of different
alien embodiments to select and play with (see Figure 2). Differing sizes of
avatar offer the player different heights of perspective, movement abilities
(e.g., an ‘alien’ can run across ceilings, whereas the ‘human’ cannot, thus
corresponding to different camera capabilities), and optical qualities of vision
they provide (e.g., the ‘predator’ has limited colour vision thus modifying
visual acuity). Breaking with conventions of camera height, movement and
colour in these games helps remind us of the use of camera conventions as a
resource in the intelligibility of play in the majority of 3D video games.
Virtual lenses are further aspects of the properties of real-world cameras that
are drawn upon in video games. At one level this is used for aesthetic
purposes by designers (e.g. lens flare giving the game a more cinematic feel).
At another level the properties of lens are offered as tools to players of firstperson shooting games. For instance they can select weapons whose
telescopic lenses can then augment the player’s capacity to investigate distant
locations and, of course, aim accurately at remote opponents.The gamerelevant practices of lens selection but also perspective selection, and the
camera coupling to the player action are a central concern in our analysis of
the camera work within both games in this chapter. Accordingly, in the
following sections we now turn to reflect upon the ways in which these issues
are manifest both in firstly Counter-Strike and then Dr Who.
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Figure 2: Warco (top); Aliens versus Predator 2 (middle left); Resident Evil (middle
right); a cinematic third-person sequence in the first-person RPG Fallout 3 (bottom
images).

Study 1. Playing in the first-person with a camera for looking
and aiming: Counter-Strike
At the time of writing, Counter-Strike: Source ranked as one of the most
popular games on Steam3, a major games distribution platform. Originally
developed in 1999 as a free modification to an existing first-person shooter
called Half-Life, Counter Strike (CS) was subsequently released as a
commercial game in its own right. Usually team-based, like many FPS games,
CS involves navigating richly detailed three-dimensional virtual
environments with the goal of eliminating other players as well as achieving
certain objectives (such as the ‘capture’ of a particular virtual landmark
within the game).
In order to orient the reader to typical aspects of CS that are engaged with by
players, we offer an outline of the game experience as follows: A player
selects a suitable server from a list of active game servers made available at
the start of a session. The majority of play is performed online, with remote
game servers acting as secure, authoritative hubs. The game itself is played on
a particular set of ‘maps,’ each of which is effectively a self-contained 3D
virtual environment. Typically the player joins a server mid-game, ‘dropping
3
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into’ the action after they have selected a server (and therefore joining the
current map and game type that is being played on that server). Players are
then presented initially with a choice of two teams: terrorists and counterterrorists. Players choose one of these ‘sides’ to play on when they enter, what
is for them, the first round of the game. As CS works on a rounds-based
system, the player must wait until the current round has ended before they
are ‘spawned’ with the rest of a team at particular points on the map.
As mentioned earlier, the characteristic perspective provided by FPS games is
that of ‘seeing through the eyes of’ the virtual embodiment. In CS, like the
majority of 3D games, interaction with the virtual environment is enacted via
manipulations of keyboard and mouse. Thus, in CS, the perspectives
provided by playing the game are, for the most part, constrained by the
player-controlled movements of a humanoid-shaped virtual embodiment (or
‘avatar’ as we will refer to it for the rest of this paper) via the game’s
keyboard and mouse interface. The camera is sited on the avatar’s ‘head’ and
directed by movements of the mouse. Players of CS typically use the keys ‘w’,
‘a’, ‘s’, ‘d’ for forward, sidestep left, backpedal and sidestep right movements
respectively (see Figure 4), along with concurrent use of the mouse for
providing a view with the game-camera and shooting actions. Players’ planar
movement in the virtual environment is strongly tied to the orientation of the
perspective created through this combination of mouse and keyboard – for
instance, pressing a key for ‘forwards’ tends to move the character in the
direction determined by where the centrepoint of the head perspective is
currently, which itself is controlled by the mouse.

Figure 3: Player at the computer. Researcher sits to the left.
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2.1 Spatial and optical control of the camera
Intrinsic to many FPS games is the strong coupling between a player’s
manipulations of their avatar and the camera perspectives that are produced
through, and crafted in, those movements. The following sequence introduces
these aspects. As we join the player, who is being video-recorded at their desk
by one of the authors (Reeves, who is seated to their left, Figure 3 asking
‘what’s your plan?’). The round has just started, with the player having
selected and joined a server, and waited for the current round that they have
‘dropped into’ to finish.
The player’s camera, as they navigate this series of rooms, is continuously and
tightly coupled to the position and orientation of what would be their head,
though, as we have noted already, this ‘head’ shot remains fixed straight
ahead. With such tight coupling the player can precisely ‘point’ their camera
around the environment during movement. A substantive component of
playing the game can be seen as the work of using that simple camera
perspective to examine the virtual environment of the game for game-specific
purposes. The movement of the camera is constrained by a number of aspects,
such as the limitations of the avatar (e.g. it does not fly or pass through walls),
and more generally, the game’s physics (e.g., the player can only travel at a
‘running’ pace), the virtual geometry of the spaces travelled through, and the
physical ability of the player to engage in dexterous manipulations of
keyboard and mouse (Reeves, Brown & Laurier; 2009).
Manipulating the camera the player passes through a series of rooms and
maintains the perspective of their camera in a balance between looking for the
action ahead and minimalizing their visibility to their opponents. Maintaining
an advantageous perspective has to be balanced against pointing their
weapon at potential threats. While the player moves through and toward the
series of rooms and doors, they “dolly the camera” to keep the crosshair on
game-relevant features of the environment, though “dolly” and “camera”
need to be discarded as we close in on the sensemaking of the player. For
them there is variously a ‘view’, ‘perspective’, that is constituted ongoingly by
the limits offered by the game’s graphics engine, their screen and as
importantly by the game’s designed environment of exposed spaces, cover,
vantage points, traps etc. These are seen by the experienced player as gamerelevant features that opponents are likely to emerge from or fire at. In
Transcript 1a the player rapidly moves through a series of rooms, if we
consider both the perspective on the scene and the crosshairs we can see how
he approaches and then moves through a door. In frame 1 we can see that
rather than approach this doorway at right angles to it, he and the player
ahead have moved their avatars around to provide a view through the door
that is ajar. They can thus see something of the view into the next room from a
distance and can move then onward along this line of sight In frame 2 as
movement continues we see something of the payoff with his angle now
offering an edge of the next doorway.
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Transcript 1a: “What’s your plan?”
In frame 2 the perspective opening up, which while offering the player a
better view also means that he is becoming more visible to opponents. In
frame 3 we see the perspective opens out entirely to the next room and see
then that he has a view ahead from this angle that once again offers the gamerelevant feature of a view through to another room. His ongoing movement
without any further show of tactics or account offering the researcher then the
possibility of asking ‘what’s your plan?’
Crucial to playing the game is arranging the camera’s perspective to allow for
the ongoing surveying of the scene (Luff, Heath, & Jirotka, 1999) in order to
anticipate ‘what next’. This surveying activity ongoingly projects bringing the
centrepoint of this camera to bear upon an enemy’s emergence as its next
action or by crouching down, craning it downwards while also increasing
accuracy (shown by a narrowed target point). Near-instant firing upon the
opponent when they become visible and thus before they see the player and
kill them is a central ability in this rapid round-based game.
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Transcript 1b: “Follow everyone else”
As well as moving their avatar, by selecting certain weapons with telescopic
lenses players are then given further control over the virtual optics of the
game through selecting the telescopic sight. In Transcript 1b we see the player
doing just that (Frames 3 to 4) and thereby, increasing the accuracy of the
weapon, and the fidelity of what is being looked at. Each choice of
perspective comes with a balance of properties that both augments and
circumscribes what we can be seen. In this case, for what the player gains,
they also sacrifice other capabilities within the game: looking through the
telescopic sight reduces the player’s field of view (they shift from survey to
scrutiny). In addition when looking through the sight the game automatically
reduces their maximum speed of travel through the game spaces, modelling
the limitations imposed by using those real-world weapons. Irani, Hayes &
Dourish (2008) note the lack of peripheral vision in the “mediated looking”
within virtual environments. Glancing in CS is ‘impossible’ as it is found in
the real world; instead the player’s work here consists of moving the avatar to
find tactical perspectives and zooming on relevant features in order to create
game relevant awareness of the environment.
The zoom is integrated and sequenced into movements and orientations
enacted by the player on their avatar. Through coordinated use of the mouse
and keyboard, the player performs a characteristic stop-crouch-zoom
(Transcript 1b, Frame 4) when they approach a location where a co-player is
crouching behind a box ahead of them. We see here also how the practices of
looking of other team members becomes resources for the player. On seeing
the team member crouching ahead as a sign of suspicion of the next room he
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then also swaps to a closer investigation into the presence of opponents. With
the other player having established a position that is surveying one
perspective at this doorway, our player crouches and zooming from a slightly
different angle thus increasing the overall territory ahead that is being
surveyed by his team. Peripheral awareness is thus an activity that players in
a team work to engage in and can give them the advantage over their
opponents.
As we noted earlier, MacBeth (1999) tells us that “cameras can’t glance”
(ibid:151) in the way that humans can; he also points out that we treat the
camera’s limited field as having an ‘outside’. In the player’s view of a videogame there is also an ‘outside’ and the camera will be adjusted in response to
projected everyday courses of action (e.g., an object moves out of shot going
rightwards), audio (e.g., indicating enemy approaching), lighting effects etc.
However, because video-game players are looking at screens on which the
camera view is displayed, glancing becomes again relevant as they glance
across the field of vision offered by the display (which we will see more
observable instances of this in the Dr Who vignettes later on in this chapter).

2.3. Cameras after death: drama, how was I killed and what is
everyone else doing.

Transcript 1c: “Got one!”
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The penalty for ‘death’ within the game that we see here (Transcript 1c) is the
player losing control of his avatar until the next round while the surviving
members of both teams continue to fight. In correspondence with being killed
the camera coupling is modified: the camera perspective leaps out of the
virtual embodiment and pans up to present an overhead, now third-person
perspective of the player’s body. In this way the switch to a computercontrolled third-person camera perspective mirrors the loss of the player’s
control over their avatar as they lie dead.
Although killed, the player’s perhaps surprising response to his misfortune is
“got one!” In the rapid turnaround, of the game of CS, being killed happens
more often than it doesn’t. As such being killed is not the noticeable feature
here, it is expected. The player had moved into the open where he was visible
to the enemy and was thus also a target for their fire. “Got one!” provides a
closing for, and summation of, the round’s activities. It recognises and
renders visible for the researcher sitting next to him what the player achieved
in the rapid exchange of fire. This ‘closing’ is tied to the moment when the
player’s active involvement in the round ended.
In terms of Nitsche’s typology of camera movements we then have
“predefined viewing frames”: firstly, the camera is moved automatically to
provide a brief dramatising view from above the dead body of the avatar.
Secondly, the game offers the player, briefly, the perspective of the player that
killed him. It thus supplements an already available Schützian ‘reciprocity of
perspectives’ with a literal swapping of perspective, the instructional
character of which is derived from the sequential organisation of its
presentation to the player (i.e., first-person view of death, third-person view
of the player’s body, first-person view of the killer). In the next round of the
game the perspective of the killer can then be used by players to provides
tactical resources given that they then have a sense of what weapon the
enemy team member was using, where they were shooting from and what
form of looking they were using at the time (e.g., scoped, as we shall see an
example of later).
Once the predefined view frames finish, a new form control of the gamecameras is returned to the player. The game camera control offered to the
dead is intriguing given our interests in the properties and uses of cameras
within games. Once the automated swap to the enemy’s viewpoint is
complete, what is returned is not in fact control of any of the movement of the
cameras; instead the player’s relationship to the game shifts to something
similar to that of an editor in the studio being able to swap between the
cameras of his team members that remain playing. The metaphor ends there
because the player is not trying to broadcast or sequence these camera
perspectives. Instead the views are glanced through with a partial interest in
the progress of the game without him:
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Transcript 1d: “Happy with that”
While the player continues to then provide an extended account of why he is
content, despite having been killed, he flicks through the camera perspectives
(Nitsche calls this ‘sight-jacking’ (Nitsche, 2009:127)). The first is familiar to
him (if not us). The second (Transcript 1d, Frame 3) is hopefully familiar to us
as well: it reveals a perspective in the route that the player took. The third is
just beyond where he was killed. As an experienced player he can flick
quickly though these views taking in how his team are getting on and that
there is nothing of special interest to linger on. Less experienced players can
linger looking through the camera (and thus also down the gun sights) of
more experienced players and, through watching the activities of others, learn
how to improve their play.
In a different round on a different map (which we examine also in the next section)
the player heads down a ramp:
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Transcript 2b: “Something going on down there”
In this sequence we see the player being killed in another round and control
over the camera perspective being removed immediately. The camera ‘jumps’
from the player’s body, however this time it provides a number of
perspectives in rapid succession: firstly the camera moves into position
behind the player’s body and looks down the tunnel in the orientation the
player was facing when hit; then the camera spins around to provide a view
of where the player just came from (i.e., up the top of the ramp); and finally
the camera spins around once again, positioned in such a way as to trace a
line of sight between the player lying dead on the ground and the enemy
player standing on a balcony overlooking the end of the tunnel the player was
running towards when hit. The camera positions are determined by
algorithms that are executed after the player is killed. Their perspectives are
derived from a number of factors and constraints, such as the virtual terrain
that surrounds the player (so that the camera does not move ‘behind’ a virtual
wall), and a predefined ‘desired path’ for the camera to follow (e.g., a
sweeping pan around the player). Many of the inputs to these algorithms are
somewhat opaque to the player, and automated camera movements can thus
appear bewildering in terms of what they are offering to the player.
After the player is hit, he expresses his surprise: “oh (.) what the-”. It’s an
interesting response cry that finishes before its expletive. Its incomplete
nature works toward showing that the source of the shots that killed him is
pending rather than being immediately reportable. The researcher is the first
to inquire into the sequence of camera perspectives automatically provided
and says with a questioning intonation “that was someone (.) down there?”,
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with the sense of “down there” being provided through the panning action of
the camera (Frames 4-6). The candidate solution to who killed the player
suggests the attack came from an as yet unseen enemy present in the tunnel
itself.
The final resting perspective of the camera offers the opportunity for the
player to provide his own resolution with “err no guy up there” coupled to
him pointing closely to a location on the display where there is a balcony that
overlooks the tunnel (hard to see in the relatively low resolution screen grab).
The camerawork again offers the opportunity to resolve some of the normal
troubles that may be encountered when playing FPS games, viz. ‘what just
happened?’ and ‘how did I die?’

2.4. Zooming in detail
Having introduced some of the gaming practices in which the cameras are
utilised we will now move on to the use of a weapon whose scopic
characteristics are all the more noticeable – the sniper rifle. In the start of this
sequence we see the player manipulating their perspective through orienting
the mouse in tandem with changing the optical qualities of the camera
through zooming. Echoing the framing of telescopic lenses the sniper rifle is
enclosed in a circle easily distinguishable from the regular rectangular of the
screen The sniper rifle has two levels of magnification that the player can use.
In order to pass through to the most powerful level of zooming, the player
must initiate a zoom to the first level (this is done simply using right mouse
button clicks) and then cycle through: ‘normal’ – ‘zoom level 1’ – ‘zoom level
2’ – ‘normal’ etc.
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Transcript 2a: “Something going on down there”
The optical functions of the weapon here are, of course, intended to support
aiming and firing on targets that are some distance away. In contrast with the
weapon of the previous sequence, there are no crosshairs present when the
player has not zoomed in. Consequently firing accurately without zooming is
extremely difficult. The different levels of magnification are used in order to
conduct different kinds of ‘looking’ that are relevant to different courses of
action (Mondada, 2003). Zooming between levels and the unaugmented
perspective provides for another form of ‘glancing’ to that of sequenced
sideways ‘flicks’ of the mouse while maintaining a perpendicular trajectory
(Reeves, Laurier & Brown, 2009). Instead, this method of ‘glancing’ enables
the player to briefly peer more closely at a narrower territory of interest
within the wide perspective. Before the sequence in Transcript 2a, the player
had been without the high level zoom and was able to survey the scene before
then zooming in on the underpass where the enemy were likely to try and
force their way through into his territory.
The researcher (speaking from the left hand side of the frames, Transcript 2a)
and the player (from the right) are inquiring into what’s happening in the
underpass through the two levels of zoom. The player zooms in and frames
their shot such that the whole area of interest (the tunnel and its opposite
opening) is visible (Transcript 2a, Frame 1). This zoomed-view of the ramp
topicalises it as a feature for their closer scrutiny; the player and the
researcher come into alignment with the small area now in view: “something
going on down there” (Transcript 2a, Frame 1). The player responds with “oh
that my te(h)am m(h)ates”. His laughter accounting for the fact that he had
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his cross-hairs tracking a figure below the bridge that he now recognises as
one of his team-mates. In the previous round he had picked off the enemy
under this bridge. His second turn “this/those guy’s down there I think they
got him” (Transcript 2a, Frame 2) deals with the ongoing issue of one of the
enemy that they have seen earlier below the bridge.
The researcher responds, correcting the player’s conclusion “nah >Is he-< Is
he hiding behind that box”. As part of their ongoing inquiry into whether the
enemy player below the bridge has been killed, the player zooms in a further
level, which then provides a more detailed view of than was possible earlier
when the researcher noticed that there was “something going on”. The
player’s magnification allows both to see the movements and detritus. These
are intelligible to the experienced player as the visible evidence of a close
combat situation (e.g., when a player dies, their gun flies out of their hands,
and is visible in Frame 3, just after the 2nd level zoom is in place).
Since the second level zoom provides a restricted but more detailed view of
the area of interest, the player combines this level of zoom with a steady
sweeping back and forth of the ramp and tunnel area. His sweeping across
the zone where their (or another) enemy player might yet reveal evidence of
their presence but reveals only detritus on both sides. If we step out of the
game-playing for a moment the camera is ‘panning’ but within the game such
a description would miss the different relevancies and expectations that go
with such an action with the sniper rifle sights.
The player lingers with his cross-hairs on the right where a new enemy player
might yet emerge. The exchange carries on, the researcher responding to the
player’s movement of the scope to the right with ‘you see to the left’ trying to
redirect the scope to that area, though also accepting that that might no longer
be the case by putting it into the past tense (Frame 3, ‘there was someone
behind the box’). This “was” provides some ambiguity over whether the
enemy player ‘was alive’ or ‘was there but has now gone somewhere else’.
The player hears responds with the “no” prefaced : “no he’s dead”, supposing
the researcher has not understood what happened and ascribes the first
understanding of an enemy player that was alive. While he does this he also
shifts the scope over to the left providing them with equal access to the box
and the detritus lying to one side of it.

Study 2 - Playing in the third person with a camera for looking
around: Dr Who
Before we deal with the camera set-up in this next game we need to also say a
little bit about the workings of this game given it differs from the first study.
The Doctor Who Adventure Games are built upon the characters of “The
Doctor” and his companion “Amy” from the popular and long-running BBC
sci-fi series. In 2010 when the data was collected there were four games in a
series.They belong to the adventure game genre. The players arrive in a new
place in a particular time period where one or another alien presence is
endangering the locals. Quite what has happened and what the players need
to do to complete the adventure is discovered in stages as the game
progresses. Unlike CS they are not playing against other players online or
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locally, though in some of their challenges there are computer-generated
monsters that can kill the Doctor or Amy and trigger a restart of the stage
they are on. Also unlike the routinised familiarity of a small number of virtual
environments for the CS player, a central task in adventure games is
navigation in an unfamiliar environment that, aside from the villains and
monsters, also contains a number of usually fatal hazards. The Doctor Who
game is no exception in this respect. During the game the player is usually
moving the Doctor avatar with Amy following. For certain challenges, the
avatar is swapped to Amy and / or the avatar works alone temporarily. If
either of the avatars are killed then the game restarts from their last
successfully completed section of the game.
The game can be played alone, or, with someone else involved. In the data
that follows it is a father (Laurier) and his young son. Their participation in
the game plays out the varied participation pairs which arise out of gaming:
players/bystanders, players/planners and players/players (Aarsand &
Aronsson, 2009). It is worth noting that while siblings and peers playing
together is common, play involving parents and children as documented by
ourselves and Aarsand & Aronsson (2009) is relatively rare.
Like CS, players of Dr Who use both keyboard and mouse manipulations to
make moves within the game. In terms of the camera mechanics, the player’s
avatar is moved by one control (keyboard) and the camera is moved by the
other control (usually the mouse). Characteristic of third-person perspective
games, the camera’s coupling to the avatar has inertial characteristics like a
Steadicam and its distance from the avatar is also modelled on a spring
connection. When the character runs forward the spring stretches and when
the character slows down the spring pulls the camera back close to the avatar.
This form of coupling also means that the camera’s position is such that it
floats upwards when following the player as they run through the
environment. However in a significant departure from the first-person
perspective, the camera can be swung around out of synch with the body
movements of the avatar. It can be panned, tilted and craned around the
avatars allowing views from the ceiling down to the floors and vice versa,
producing views of the characters from the front, sides and rear and so on.
While the camera’s operation is not cinematic it does require the players to
organise two kinds of actions: firstly, camera-actions (e.g., panning, tilting
and rolling) that produce appropriate perspectives for next actions (or not)
and, secondly, the movement of the avatar through the virtual environment.

2.1 Convergent and divergent looking
When the camera is simply following the avatar, it provides a basic view for
the exploration that is central to the adventure game. If the players move the
avatar into a corridor or a room, it provides a straight-ahead centred
perspective down that corridor or across that room. We see this view in
Transcript 3a, in the first frame as the player, whose Avatar is the Doctor,
comes to a junction. Amy is out of shot behind the Doctor. In the transcript,
the avatar’s arrival at the junction makes relevant an inquiry and the son
(who is the player) asks “so which way” thus also involving the father in the
game as co-player. The question makes relevant a common paired category in
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the adventure game of player/navigator. We also see two behaviours of the
camera’s automated coupling to the avatar’s movements. The camera is
initially stretched behind the Doctor as he runs and then, when he stops at the
junction, it slows down to catch up with him. Secondly, when the player turns
the doctor to the right the inertia delays the camera from swinging
immediately behind him.

Transcript 3a: “So which way”
While this give us a sense of the camera set-up within the game, if we swap to
a view of the players around the screen we can begin to see the ecology that
brings the father and son together around the game camera with a single,
wide screen:
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Transcript 3b: “So which way”
The possibility of gesturing around and over a shared screen is common
across a wide variety of gameplay (Keating & Sunakawa, 2010) and video
screens more widely (Heath & Luff, 2000; Hindmarsh & Heath, 2000). The
father and son are in a huddle with the son controlling from the keyboard and
the dad close behind him looking over the top of his head. Both player and
co-player can monitor the screen for what is currently happening. What the
co-player can do, given their hands are free from the controls is then also
gesture across, at, on and around various features that emerge in the game’s
environment. In the penultimate frame of Transcript 3b we thus see the coplayer suggesting: “try that way” while simultaneously pointing toward the
right hand corridor. Having suggested one corridor he then also provides an
account for the tentativeness of his suggestion. At this point that there is a
camera is transparent; the co-player is giving a direction gesture not all that
different from one that we might see from a passenger in a car toward what
can be seen of the junction ahead through the windscreen. In this sense the
screen provides a shared ‘porthole’ into the virtual environment that is
seemingly ongoingly aligned for the two players (quite distinct compared to
Mondada’s (2009) study of how pedestrians need to align themselves to offer
directions along side roads).
What we began to see in Transcript 3b was the possibility of non-aligned /
divergent orientation toward the features of the environment. This becomes
clearer in the second data fragment in Transcript 4a:
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Transcript 4a: “Sharky might come”
In frame 1 the player accepts an earlier proposal from the navigator to select a
particular corridor. He warns of one of the threats they face when they travel
in the windowed corridors (e.g., ‘sharky’ a shark that smashes the glass and
drowns them). In the face of the player’s continuing movement through the
glass corridor and away from the shark threat, in frame 3 the navigator
requests the player to wait. The navigator elaborates on why he is instructing
the player to wait as navigation-relevant (“it’s just to see where we’re going”).
The player continues, ignoring the request. When the player does finally halt,
the navigator then marks that his suggestion has been accepted though
marking its minimum and possibly insufficient view (‘see ahead a bit’) from
the protection of the junction.
If we shift toward how this plays out within the game’s ecology of screen and
controls, the navigator is looking at another area of the screen (e.g., in frames
2, 3 and 4 he is craning around to look). The lack of alignment though is not
merely generated by scrutinising different features that are being displayed
on the screen. The player is ‘driving’ the avatar and is attuned to the corridor
ahead for upcoming junctions and / or troubles with shadows (that are fatal
in this part of the game). The co-player, in the meantime, is keeping his eye on
the sides of the screen where features visible through the windows of the
corridor are emerging. This provides a nice point of comparison with the
placement of the avatars and arrangement of perspectives we saw in the first
half of this chapter when the player approached a doorway where a second
team member’s avatar was crouching.
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Or more directly to when the researcher shifted their engagement from
researcher to participant in a resolution of standard game troubles. We can
also consider Chuck & Candy Goodwin’s work (Goodwin, 1997; Goodwin &
Goodwin, 1996) as a point of comparison. Here, airport staff located in
operations rooms distribute the work of monitoring the airport and then at
certain critical junctures jointly orient toward a shared problem from the
multiple screens they have on offer. For the game players there is only one
screen offering one camera shot, though, as we see here and elsewhere in this
chapter, players can scrutinise different regions of the screen and take
different courses of action in relation to it. This is particularly supported by
the division of control between players here, although they must work
together to resolve their differing interest in, or access to, visual and physical
resources (as we shall see next).

2.2 Looking around with the camera
So far we have examined the movement of the player’s avatar generating
automatic camera coverage of the game and how the distribution of the visual
tasks of playing the game is accomplished around the screen displaying that
camera’s view. What we can turn to now is the direct manipulation of the
camera using the mouse, complementing and contrasting with our CS
vignette in Transcript 1, in which we explored the same issue with a different
camera-coupling.
In Transcript 5a the player is again approaching a junction between corridors
and this time rather than moving his avatar he switches to moving the camera
to look around from a fixed point in the midst of the junction:
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Transcript 5a: “Slow down”
Around frame 3 of Transcript 5a, the camera, already sitting higher than the
avatars, is lifted even higher by the player. A view from the ceiling looking
down toward the floor is produced as a result. Immediately and rapidly after
this, the player begins a witnessable if somewhat inelegant scan of the
environment at thus junction by panning, tilting and craning the camera with
the mouse. Several ‘wh’ questions are rapidly self-repaired while the camera
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continues its rapid movement. As the player begins a third repair the
navigator interrupts with a high-pitched request to “slow down”. The
interrupting request is delivered both as a remedy to the visual problem the
camera’s operation is creating, and is finely timed toward this being the
moment to do so while the camera angle is lower and providing perspectives
along the corridors and out of the windows.
In terms of their collaborative playing of the game, the player has created
troubles for their navigator (and potentially themselves) by the speed of their
camera pan, reminiscent almost of MacBeth’s early remarks on the
unintelligibility of fast moving camera shot to its viewer, except as a
movement in search of something. In contrast the earlier CS example in
Transcript 2b, the player’s “err no guy up there” opportunistically takes
advantage (perhaps in a partly anticipatory manner based on experience of
‘how in-game cameras move after death in CS’) of the automated production
of camera perspectives, rather than co-player-produced ones.
There is a further element to what is happening, the play is shaped not only
by the activity-generated categories of player and navigator but also by the
longer course of the adventure game play. At several points in the game
preceding this fragment and afterwards the less experienced player pans his
camera around too rapidly leading to directive, requests and/or complaints
from the navigator (e.g., during one particularly rapid spin of the camera he
says “I’m feeling sick”). What we then begin to get a sense of here is an
inexperienced player learning both how to move the camera’s perspective but
also how to play video games as a ‘with’ rather than alone.
A further crucial aspect of this learning is developing camera motion within
Dr Who as a way not only to ‘look around’, but also to prepare and position
the camera perspective in such a way that it provides an adequate view for
future action. For instance, aligning the camera to provide a suitable ‘shot’
aligned with a corridor that the player is about to travel down.
Before the following fragment the father had swapped roles with his son to
try and get through a difficult section involving deadly shadows in corridors.
The avatar has to advance through the corridor remaining in a moving
spotlight. The speed of the spotlight has been designed as a challenge because
if the avatar is simply moved at full speed then it overshoots into the shadows
and is killed. Equally if it moves too slowly the spotlight moves ahead of it
and it is killed. Additionally to traverse this particular without getting killed
they have discovered, having been killed three times doing it, requires precise
timing in entering into the moving spotlight from the junction. We join them
as they attempt to traverse the corridor for a fourth time.
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Transcript 6 – Let’s look around
When the avatar is turned on the spot without moving forwards the
automatic camera leaves the players with a perspective from the side of the
avatar (see frame 1). The player thus takes control of the camera with the
mouse. In a slow and steady movement the camera is panned behind the
avatar and also craned downward (frames 3-4). The player nicely
accentuating this in his accompanying account of his camera movement by
extending ‘around’ along the course of the movement and completing it is the
camera comes to rest in position behind the avatar. Located behind and
relatively low it then provides a longer view into the tunnel ahead. The
camera thus is then perfectly positioned to prepare them for the next action of
moving the avatar forward into the spotlight.

Summary and closing points
This chapter has explored fragments of play from only two of the myriad
video games that are currently played around the world, yet it has begun to
uncover the work involved in camera perspectives that are common in many
of those games. It has revealed how game cameras’ ways of seeing the game
are both produced in, and provide central resources for, gameplay. Broadly,
we described how perspectives are adjusted and analysed by players in game
relevant ways, how zoom with ‘lenses’ in relation to features in the virtual
environment, and, finally, how two different set-ups of camera-avatar
coupling are interwoven with courses of exploration and preparation for
action. Here we briefly summarise these and extract some salient points, and
argue for the ongoing importance of examining the mundane ‘work of play’.
In our first study we examined three key features of camera activity in
Counter-Strike. We began by exploring how perspectival control of the
camera and its tight coupling to keyboard and mouse manipulations results
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in a crucial aspect for in-game action that the player must master: i.e.,
successful play of the game often relies on successful camera work. Secondly
we saw how important the role of non-first-person (often quite ‘cinematic’)
camera perspectives are for players in terms of resolving normal game
troubles such as ‘how did I die’, as well as offering a resource for participation
in the round after formal play has ended for the player. Finally, we explored
how zooming provided optical modifications of regular camera perspectives,
offering new ways of scrutinising the virtual environment, and, relatedly, the
ways in which these optical characteristics, in affording different visual
acuities, were enmeshed in the routine forms of ‘looking’ and ‘glancing’
enacted by the player. Zooming, in particular, may be seen as developing a
form of camera ‘glancing’ that is very unlike un-augmented human vision.
(We do not routinely zoom in on distant details, though we could perfectly
well carry binoculars with us everywhere.)
In our second study of the Doctor Who Adventures game (DW) we saw how
the following-camera with separate controls is brought to bear in a range of
practices. In the second study we also had a father and son playing the game
together and establishing a division of labour between player and navigator
(or/and co-plyaer) in different elements of the gameplay (e.g. moving the
avatar, panning the camera, scrutinising the screeen) that are integral to
gameplay. In exploring the movement of the camera and how it connected to
movement of the avatar, we detailed practices of convergent and divergent
looking between co-players.
Connecting both sections we examined the manipulation of the camera to find
and produce perspectives that are relevant to the ‘next move’, in order to be
used in navigating through the labyrinthine environments of both games. In
contrast with CS, in which there is a very distinct break between player
perspectival control (alive) and non-control (dead), the players of Doctor Who
instead ‘work with’ the attributes of the camera in a less direct manner.
Indeed for CS the camera became transparent was thus irrelevant for practical
purposes during game-play, while for DW because the camera was separate
from the avatar and could be panned and craned as well as dollied and thus
topicalised in terms of speed, direction, orientation to avatar and environment
and so on.
Finally, we note that, if we wish to understand the role of cameras within
video games, then we need to move beyond understanding game design to
explore how their technical features are drawn upon and configured, in and
through their gaming practices. Instead of simulation of the human eyes that
caught the attention of earlier researchers on VR environments
{Hindmarsh:2006tq}, the idea of the cinematic camera has become ever more
relevant and interesting for game players, and the designers of games
{Nitsche:2009vw}. In this chapter we have only scratched the surface of the
role of the camera in video games; a range of optical and camera effects that
provide game features, such as replays, lens flares, high dynamic range
imaging, slow-motion, etc. Future work could explore the material, practical
ways that ‘camera-ness’ features in the experience of game-play.
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